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Reflection high energy electron diffraction~RHEED! was used to investigate surface roughening
during low temperature Si~100! homoepitaxy. The use of RHEED allowedin situ real-time
collection of structural information from the growth surface. RHEED patterns were analyzed using
a simple kinematic diffraction model which related average surface roughness and average in-plane
coherence lengths to the lengths and widths of individual RHEED diffraction features, respectively.
These RHEED analyses were quantified by calibrating against cross-section transmission electron
microscopy~TEM! analyses of surface roughening. Both the RHEED and TEM analyses revealed
similar scaling of surface roughness with deposited thickness, with RHEED analyses resulting in
roughness values a factor of;2 times lower than those obtained from TEM analyses. RHEED was
then used to analyze surface roughening during Si~100! homoepitaxial growth in a range of
temperatures, 200–275 °C. Initially, surface roughness increased linearly with deposited thickness
at a roughening rate that decreased with increasing growth temperature. At each growth
temperature, near the crystalline/amorphous Si phase transition, the rate of surface roughening
decreased. This decrease coincided with the formation of facets and twins along Si$111% planes.
Surface roughness eventually saturated at a value which followed an Arrhenius relation with
temperatureEact; 0.316 0.1 eV. This activation energy agrees well with the activation energy for
the crystalline/amorphous Si phase transition,Eact ; 0.35 eV, and suggests that limited thickness
epitaxy is characterized by this saturation roughness. Once the saturation roughness was reached, no
significant changes in surface roughness were detected. In addition, the decay of average in-plane
coherence lengths was also temperature dependent. Values of average coherence lengths, at the
crystalline/amorphous Si phase transition, also increased with growth temperature. All of these data
are consistent with a model that links surface roughening to the formation of critically sized Si$100%
facets and the eventual breakdown in crystalline growth. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of surface roughness during low te
perature thin film growth is an important issue with cons
quences for both the industrial as well as scientific comm
nities. From a technological standpoint, surface roughnes
often undesirable and can lead to degraded performanc
many applications which utilize thin film heterostructure
For example, the development of surface roughness h
deleterious impact on the operation of various discrete e
tronic devices~i.e., high electron mobility transistors!.1 Simi-
larly, as the push for higher density microelectronic circu
continues, the drive to reduce characteristic features s
within circuit architectures will demand more exacting co
trol over surface and interface roughness within a given h
erostructure. As a point of reference, even two monolayer
roughness at the Si channel/SiO2 gate oxide interface will
severely degrade the reliability of this junction due to no
uniformities in the capacitance along the gate.2 Indeed, cur-
rent implementation of chemical mechanical planarization

a!Current address: Intel Corporation, 2200 Mission College Blvd. M/S RN
35, Santa Clara, CA 95052.
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semiconductor fabrication highlights industrial concern in
ducing roughness between heterolayers within a microe
tronic circuit.3

From a scientific standpoint, understanding surfa
roughening and its effect on the evolution of thin film micr
structures is necessary for identification of processes wh
dominate thin film growth in regimes of limited kinetics
Many groups have already investigated the evolution of s
face roughness during growth, etching, and annealing i
number of materials systems. Results from these studies
identified such phenomena as roughness instabiliti4

growth of slugs,5 and kinetic roughening6 where surface
roughness follows a power-law dependence on fi
thickness.7 Among the more intriguing materials problem
which have been linked to the development of surface rou
ness is limited thickness epitaxy~LTE! during low tempera-
ture semiconductor growth.8–11Past work in the study of low
temperature Si~100! homoepitaxy has shown that the deve
opment of surface roughness8 and the formation of facets a
the growth front9–12 are linked to the crystalline/amorphou
Si phase transition. Unfortunately, this phase transition
still not fully understood. One aspect of roughening whi
requires attention is the scaling of surface roughness w
film thickness. The work of Adamset al., looked at surface
-
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roughening during low temperature Si homoepitaxial grow
prior to the formation of twins and the nucleation of a
amorphous Si phase~about 2/3 the critical thickness nece
sary for the crystalline/amorphous transition!. They found
that surface roughness follows a power-law dependence
film thickness with a growth exponentb, greater than 1.8

Another study has seen a similar behavior during low te
perature Si~111! homoepitaxy, where surface roughne
scaled linearly with film thickness.13 In contrast to this be-
havior, data published in a recent article by Eaglesham s
that during amorphous Si growth, after the crystallin
amorphous phase transition, surface roughness does
change with film thickness, but rather remains constan10

These two radically different behaviors prompt the questi
‘‘Is LTE a critical roughness phenomenon?’’ This questi
can only be answered by studying surface roughening o
from the start of growth, through the regime of faulte
growth, to the crystalline/amorphous phase transition.

This study has focused on developing reflection high
ergy electron diffraction~RHEED! as a quantitative tech
nique for use in studying surface roughening during low te
perature Si~100! homoepitaxy. RHEED is an ideal tool fo
this application as it is nonintrusive and providesin situ in-
formation about near-surface crystalline structure. Additio
ally, collection of RHEED data is not hampered by the fo
mation of stacking faults, twins, or other extended defe
which hinder transmission electron microscopy~TEM!
analyses of surface roughness.14 This allows collection of
data throughout the entire regime of crystalline growth, fro
the start of growth, through the region of faulted growth,
the crystalline/amorphous transition. In order to simpl
analyses of RHEED patterns, a kinematic model
adopted.6,13 Surface roughness in the growth direction w
related to the lengths of diffraction features in each RHE
pattern,13,15 while, average in-plane coherence lengths w
related to the widths of diffraction features in each RHEE
pattern.16 In order to quantify the RHEED analyses of su
face roughness in the growth direction, they were calibra
by direct comparison against TEM analyses of surfa
roughness. Upon completion of this calibration, RHEED d
could easily be interpreted to give accurate measuremen
surface roughness without the use of TEM, or the neces
of complicated dynamical diffraction models.17 RHEED was
then used to analyze surface roughening during Si~100! ho-
moepitaxy in a range of growth temperatures, 200–275
to determine the scaling of surface roughness with film thi
ness.

II. EXPERIMENT

All Si homoepitaxial growth was performed in a fou
chamber cryo-pumped molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! sys-
tem (Pbase; 5.0 E2 11 Torr!. Boron-doped, Si~100!wafers,
r ; 1–3 V* cm, were diced to appropriate sizes~0.25 in.
31.20 in.!, degreased, and cleaned using a modified R
cleaning procedure which left the substrate surfaces cap
with a thin volatile oxide layer.18 Substrates were mounte
onto sample cassettes and introduced into the MBE sys
via a mechanically pumped loadlock, and moved into
sample preparation chamber. In the sample prepara
1158 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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chamber, each substrate was outgassed for 1.5 min at 10
15 min at 300 °C, and 2 h at 550 °C.After outgassing, sub-
strates were transferred into the growth and analysis ch
ber. The protective oxide layer was then thermally vola
ized by heating to;1000 °C for 2 min. Substrates wer
cooled to;400 °C, and a 100 nm Si buffer layer was grow
by electron beam evaporation of a solid Si source. Substr
were subsequently annealed at;650 °C while an additional
;50 nm buffer layer was grown. Following buffer laye
growth samples were allowed to equilibrate at the desi
growth temperature for 30 min.

RHEED analyses of surface roughness were calibra
against cross-section TEM analyses of surface roughnes
ing the following procedure. Prior to the start of growth, t
Si and Ge sources were equilibrated at constant depos
rates, 0.03 nm/s and 0.005 nm/s, respectively. Deposi
rates were monitored with quartz crystal cantilevers, a
were calibrated with Rutherford backscattering spectrosc
and cross-section high resolution~TEM!. Each sample was
aligned with an electron beam from the RHEED gun~25
keV, 49 mA!, such that the beam was nearly parallel to
Sî 110& zone axis and incident on the surface with a fix
angle between 1° and 3°~accurate to within 0.05°!. RHEED
patterns were collected with a charge coupled device cam
interfaced to a PC data collection system.19 A RHEED pat-
tern was collected prior to any deposition. At the start
growth, a 1/4 monolayer~ML ! Ge marker layer was depos
ited followed by a 15 nm Si layer. Alternating sequences
1/4 ML Ge and 15 nm Si continued to be deposited until
crystalline features were seen in the RHEED patter
RHEED patterns were collected and stored for postdep
tion analysis after Ge marker deposition and after every 3
of Si deposition. Deposition of Ge and Si was controlled
collimation plates and pneumatic shutter mechanis
Si~100! homoepitaxial layers without Ge markers were a
grown and analyzed with RHEED.

Growth temperatures were calibrated using an opt
pyrometer at high temperatures, two low melting point m
als (In, Tmelting5 430K andPb,Tmelting5 600K! at low tem-
peratures, and current and power interpolation between th
data points. Cross-section TEM samples were prepared
substrate cleavage, polishing to;50 mm and ion milling
with 5 keV Ar1 ions to electron transparency. Cross-sect
TEM analyses were performed using JOEL 2000 FX anal
cal electron microscope operating at 200 keV.

Values of average surface roughnessvavewere obtained
from TEM analyses by measuring the spreading in the
marker layers from cross-section TEM micrographs. Mic
graphs were taken from foils;50 nm thick, using a kine-
matic symmetric three-beam,g 5 400, bright field imaging
condition.20 These micrographs were scanned into a co
puter using a digital scanner. Following scanning, the int
sity profiles of the Ge marker layers were fitted with Gau
ians to determine their full widths at half-maximum
~FWHM!. The FWHM values were then converted to leng
scales using an appropriate conversion factor.

Values of average in-plane coherence lengthsLx and av-
erage surface roughness in the direction of growthvavewere
determined from the RHEED patterns using a kinematic d
Karpenko, Yalisove, and Eaglesham
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fraction model.6,13 All of the primary diffraction maxima in
each RHEED pattern were fitted with Gaussian profiles b
across the diffraction features~parallel to the plane of
growth! and along the diffraction features~normal to the
plane of growth!. Values ofLx , in the direction perpendicu
lar to the electron beam direction, were calculated from
FWHM across the diffraction features,16 using the following
equation,

Lx5
le

~df2dfbeam!
, ~1!

wherele is the electron wavelength,df is the FWHM, in
milliradians, across the RHEED streak/spot,dfbeam is the
FWHM of the main electron beam in milliradians, and
cosui term was omitted in the denominator (u i the incident
angle of the electron beam is very small, so cosui 5 1). It is
assumed that the measured FWHM of the RHEED stre
spot is a convolution of instrument broadening and broad
ing due to the reciprocal lattice rods/spots. Values ofvave

were calculated from the FWHM along the diffraction fe
tures, using the following equation,

vave5
le

dq
, ~2!

wheredq is the FWHM, in milliradians, along the RHEED
streak/spot. Limitations to the approach are discussed in
IV.

III. RESULTS

RHEED analyses of surface roughness were compa
to TEM analyses of surface roughness in order to determ
the quantitative relationship between RHEED and TEM, a
to obtain a calibration factor to relate the two techniqu
This comparison was conducted at several temperat
~200, 225, 250, and 275 °C!. Figures 1~a! and 2~a! show
typical cross-section TEM micrographs of Si homoepitax
growth atT ; 250 °C andT ; 275 °C. Figures 1~b! and 2~b!
show a series of RHEED patterns, along Si^011&, collected
during the growth of the films shown in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!,
respectively. Both sets of figures show a noticeable incre
in vave with film thickness; spreading in the Ge marker la
ers ~TEM!, and a transition from streaked to spotty diffra
tion patterns~RHEED!. The increase invavewith film thick-
ness for growth atT ; 250 °C andT ; 275 °C is summarized
in Figs. 1~c! and 2~c!, respectively. Both data sets indica
thatvave increases almost linearly with film thickness. How
ever, the RHEED values of surface roughness are lower
the TEM values by a factor of;2. In total, ten films were
analyzed for this comparison.

RHEED analyses ofvave were also tested over a rang
of incident angles~1°–3°, inclusive! of the RHEED electron
beam. RHEED data were collected from samples grown
T ; 250 °C with the incident angle of the electron beam
at a fixed angle for the entire experiment. The incident ang
investigated included 1.0°, 2.0°, 2.5°, and 3.0°. Two samp
were grown at each incident angle to determine the influe
of diffraction geometry on RHEED analyses. The result
these experiments suggest that RHEED analyses are ins
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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tive to changes in the incident electron beam angle over
range of angles tested, as shown in the plot in Fig. 3.

After calibration of the kinematic RHEED model, add
tional experiments were conducted where only RHEED w
used to monitor the development of surface roughness du
Si~100! homoepitaxy. The growth temperatures tested
these experiments included 200, 225, 250, and 275 °C.
evolution of vave as a function of deposited thickness
shown in Fig. 4. This plot shows an initially linear increa
in vave with deposited thickness, where the rate of surfa
roughening decreases with increasing growth temperat
At each growth temperature, the rate of surface roughen
as a function of deposited thickness eventually decreased
saturated at a valuevsat near the crystalline/amorphous S
phase transition. The value ofvsat followed an Arrhenius
relation with growth temperature and was characterized
an activation energy,Eact; 0.316 0.1 eV~see Fig. 5!. At a
given growth temperature, oncevsat was reached, the mea
sured surface roughness remained constant until contin
growth was entirely amorphous~typically ;20–40 nm after
vsat was reached!. In addition, the point at which the rate o
surface roughening with deposited thickness decreased
related to the onset of faceting and twinning in the crystall
layer, as indicated by the formation of additional diffractio
maxima in the RHEED patterns~see Fig. 6!.

The evolution of average in-plane coherence lengthsLx
as a function of deposited thickness was also investiga
These results are summarized in the plot in Fig. 7. F
growth at all temperatures,Lx eventually decays as a func
tion of deposited thickness. This decay occurs almost imm
diately for growth at 200 and 225 °C. For growth at 250 a
275 °C,Lx increases initially, and then starts to decay af
deposition of some temperature dependent layer thickn
~;30 nm for growth at 250 °C and;100 nm for growth at
275 °C!. In addition,Lx at the crystalline/amorphous trans
tion increased with growth temperature.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. RHEED calibration

Prior to discussing surface roughening during Si~100!
homoepitaxy, it is important to address the limitations of t
kinematic approach used to interpret RHEED data. The m
reason for choosing a kinematic interpretation of the RHE
data is simplicity. As mentioned above, both in-plane coh
ence lengths and surface roughness can be related to
FWHM across and along individual RHEED streaks usi
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, respectively. No consideration is given
complicated inelastic electron/solid interactions or to m
tiple scattering effects.17 However, the use of this analysi
relies on several restrictive approximations, as mentione
Ref. 13. In order to address these restrictions, it is neces
to consider factors which affect the size and shape
RHEED diffraction features. Since RHEED patterns are s
ply the intersection of the Ewald sphere with reciproc
space, these factors can be reduced to changes in recip
space and to the intersection of reciprocal space with
Ewald sphere.
1159Karpenko, Yalisove, and Eaglesham
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FIG. 1. ~a! Bright field, cross-section TEM micrograph of a Si~100! homoepitaxial layer grown atT ; 250 °C. 1/4 ML Ge marker layers were introduced
the start of growth and after 15 nm growth intervals of Si. The micrograph was taken using a symmetric three-beam condition,g5040.~b! A series of RHEED
patterns collected during growth of the Si~100! homoepitaxial layer shown in Fig. 1~a!, T ; 250 °C. The RHEED beam~25 keV, 49mA! was aligned
nominally along a Si^110& direction at an incidence angle of 1°.~c! Results of the RHEED and TEM analyses of surface roughness as a function of dep
film thickness for the layer shown in Fig. 1~a!.
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First, consider the reciprocal space associated with a
well ordered surface. Due to the limited penetration of el
trons normal to the surface in a typical RHEED geomet
the Bragg condition is relaxed in this direction. The resul
a reciprocal space consisting of long weakly modulated
ciprocal lattice rods normal to the surface, with the recipro
lattice rod length being related to surface roughness.13,15Be-
cause the Bragg conditions are not relaxed for directions
allel to the surface, the diameter of these rods should
related to the crystalline quality near the surface.15,16,21As
this surface becomes rough, the reciprocal lattice rods
1160 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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shorten in length and condense into Bragg spots of bulk
In addition, the width of these Bragg spots will increase
reflect any deterioration in crystalline quality near the s
face. The series of RHEED patterns in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!
illustrate this transition from a flat surface~long thin diffrac-
tion streaks! to a rough surface~short wide diffraction spots!.

It is also important to consider the intersection of t
Ewald sphere with reciprocal space. If the Ewald sph
forms an intersection along the entire length of a Bragg sp
rod, then the length of the resultant diffraction feature will
related to surface roughness. This condition is most ea
Karpenko, Yalisove, and Eaglesham



FIG. 2. ~a! Bright field, cross-section TEM micrograph of a Si~100! homoepitaxial layer grown atT ; 275 °C. See Fig. 1~a! caption for additional details.~b!
A series of RHEED patterns collected during growth of the Si~100! homoepitaxial layer shown in Fig. 2~a!, T ; 275 °C. See Fig. 2~a! for additional details.
~c! Results of the RHEED and TEM analyses of surface roughness as a function of deposited thickness for the layer shown in Fig. 2~a!.
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satisfied in the zeroeth order Laue zone, where the recipr
lattice spots/rods are nearly tangent to the edge of the Ew
sphere. However, one can imagine that for very flat surfa
the length of the reciprocal lattice rods will exceed their
tersection length with the Ewald sphere. In this case,
length of the RHEED streak will be dominated by instrume
tal resolution~Ewald sphere radius/electron wavelength! as
opposed to surface morphology. This imposes a lower li
on resolvable surface roughness. It is also important to r
ize that the length of the RHEED diffraction maxima d
pends on both the length and the width of the recipro
lattice rods/spots.16 For RHEED streaks which are muc
longer than they are wide, the contribution of reciprocal ro
spot broadening to the length of the diffraction maxima c
be ignored. However, as the RHEED spot length approac
the spot width @see Fig. 2~b!#, this approximation is no
longer valid, and information about surface roughness can
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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longer be deconvoluted from the RHEED pattern. This i
poses an upper limit on resolvable surface roughness.

The determination of a quantitative relationship betwe
the kinematic RHEED analyses and cross-section T
analyses of surface roughnessvave allows the extraction of
quantitative information from RHEED data using the simp
kinematic approach. The primary difference between the
data sets is a scale factor, with RHEED analyses giving v
ues ofvave;2 times smaller than TEM analyses. The orig
of this discrepancy is a secondary issue, as RHEED value
vave can be multiplied by a calibration factor to give goo
agreement with the TEM measurements of surface rou
ness. However, for the sake of completeness, two poss
reasons for the difference between RHEED and TEM val
of surface roughness are mentioned. One explanation for
ferences in these measurements could be related to the
ferent length scales over which RHEED and TEM meas
1161Karpenko, Yalisove, and Eaglesham
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surface roughness. Since neither the TEM nor the RHE
data were normalized to the length scales over which th
probe surface roughness, proper division of these data
appropriate length scales could reduce the difference in
values of surface roughness obtained from these techniq
However, this is unlikely because typical RHEED leng
scales,;100 nm, are comparable if not larger than typic
TEM length scales,;50 nm.

A more likely explanation for the difference in measure
vave could be related to the sensitivity of each technique
different geometries of surface roughness. TEM analys
should be sensitive to nearly all geometries of surface rou
ness, as TEM maps the distribution of Ge along the grow
front or a buried interface. RHEED, on the other hand, reli
on transmission or reflection of electrons through or fro
asperities. Due to limited penetration of electrons at the s
face, RHEED may underestimate the roughness of surfa
which contain asymmetric asperities, or asperities with lar
lateral length scales. An example of such a surface is sho

FIG. 3. A plot showing the influence of changing the incident electron be
angle on RHEED analyses of surface roughness. RHEED patterns w
collected during growth of Si~100! homoepitaxial layers atT ; 250 °C. The
RHEED beam was aligned nominally along a Si^110& direction.

FIG. 4. RHEED analyses of average surface roughness as a functio
deposited thickness for Si~100! homoepitaxial growth atT ; 200, 225, 250,
and 275 °C. RHEED patterns were collected during growth with t
RHEED beam aligned along a Si^110& direction at an incident angle of 1.0°.
1162 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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in Fig. 8; a micrograph of Si~100! homoepitaxial growth at
T ; 350 °C. The surface contains large faceted asperi
separated by deep void tracts. This surface geometry m
limit electron penetration to the top fraction of each aspe
and could lead to the underestimation of surface roughn
Since TEM probes the concentration profile of Ge along
interface, TEM analyses of this surface would more like
reflect the distribution of heights along the Si surface a
should give a higher estimate ofvave.

The primary reason for testing the dependence
RHEED analyses on incident electron beam angle was
determine possible errors associated with electron beam d
Beam drifts as large as 0.25° have been encountered in
MBE system during growth experiments, although typic
excursions are less than 0.1°. The insensitivity of RHE
analyses to changes in the incident angle of the elec
beam, over a range of angles 1°–3°, suggests that beam
does not have a significant impact on the results of
RHEED analyses used here.

B. Analysis of surface roughening

The RHEED analyses display an initially linear depe
dence of average surface roughnessvave on deposited thick-

re

of

FIG. 5. A plot showing the temperature dependent Arrhenius behavio
the critical saturation roughness. A fit to these data suggests an activ
energy of;0.3160.1 eV, as compared to an activation energy of;0.35 eV
for the formation of an amorphous Si phase.

FIG. 6. RHEED pattern collected after;160 nm of Si deposition during
growth of a Si~100! homoepitaxial film atT ; 275 °C. The diffraction spots
labeled~a! correspond to Si$111% facets and twins along Si$111% planes. The
diffraction spots labeled~b! correspond to Si$311% facets.
Karpenko, Yalisove, and Eaglesham
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ness, and a roughening rate that decreases with increa
temperature. A near linear dependence of average sur
roughness on deposited thickness has also been reported
least two other independent studies.8,13 All of these results
disagree with the predictions of various kinetic roughen
models which suggest that surface roughness should follo
power-law dependence on layer thickness with a growth
ponentb between 0.25 and 0.5.7 Possible reasons for thi
discrepancy are likely related to improper or over simplifi
treatment of mass transport and adatom diffusion on the
surface in these models.

The temperature dependent roughening rate seen in
study could be influenced by a number of factors which
fect surface diffusion of Si adatoms. These factors could
clude but are not limited to an Ehrlich barrier, an ener
barrier to adatom diffusion across a step edge,22,23 and im-
purities on the Si surface.24,25 For example, recent work by
Tersoffet al.has explored the effect of an Ehrlich barrier o
the critical island size and the nucleation rate for the form
tion of a new layer on an island.23 Their treatment of the
problem suggests that the decrease in nucleation rate
second layer atop an island with increasing temperatur
accelerated by step edge barriers to diffusion. Additiona
the increase in critical island size with increasing tempe
ture, for nucleation of a second layer, is accelerated in
presence of the Ehrlich barrier. For a system which exhi
multilayered growth@clearly the case for low temperatur
Si~100! homoepitaxy#, both of these trends would lead t
decreased rates of surface roughening and increased av
in-plane coherence lengths with increasing growth temp
ture; behaviors which are observed in this study. Sim
trends could also be expected in the absence of a step
barrier to adatom diffusion and for a number of other re
sons.

The presence of H would also affect surface diffusi
and surface roughening during low temperature
homoepitaxy.8,26 Recent studies suggest that H inhibits
surface diffusion via several mechanisms includi
site-blocking24,25 and adatom trapping.25 These mechanism

FIG. 7. A plot showing the variation in in-plane coherence length a
function of deposited thickness and growth temperature. All in-plane co
ence lengths were calculated from RHEED patterns collected during Si~100!
homoepitaxial growth. The RHEED beam was aligned along a Si^110& di-
rection at an incident angle of 1.0°.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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manifest themselves in an increased effective activation
ergy for Si surface diffusion,25 and act to accelerate the ra
of surface roughening during growth.8 H has also been
shown to increase the island nucleation density at the in
stages of low temperature Si~100! homoepitaxial growth,25

as compared to growth in ‘‘clean’’ UHV conditions. In ad
dition, H can modify surface diffusion processes by tying o
bonds and ‘‘breaking’’ surface reconstructions.10,26Other as-
pects concerning the behavior of H on Si surfaces and
effect on low temperature homoepitaxy~i.e., H mobility on a
surface,25 effect of various species of H27! could also affect
surface roughening.

Perhaps the most intriguing result of the RHEED roug
ening data is the existence of a ‘‘saturation’’ roughne
vsat. At all growth temperatures, after the initial linear in
crease invave further roughening occurs at a slower rate a
eventually saturates at a constant value near the crystal
amorphous Si phase transition. For the range of temperat
examined in this study, the value ofvsat followed an Arrhen-
ius relation with temperature and was characterized by
activation energy,Eact; 0.31 eV6 0.1 eV~see Fig. 5!, in
good agreement with the activation energy for LTE
Si~100! in our MBE systems,Eact ; 0.35 eV.9 The close
agreement in activation energies suggests that the meas
vsatmay be a critical length scale associated LTE for Si~100!
homoepitaxy. Typically,vsat occurred at;20–40 nm prior
to the loss of all crystalline diffraction features in th
RHEED patterns~the fraction of amorphous material at
given deposited thickness is one!. Since the epitaxial thick-
nesshepi is defined as the deposited thickness where the f
tion of crystalline material is 1/2, the thickness whenvsat is
reached lies somewhere between the point where amorp
Si first starts to form andhepi. The question which remain

a
r-

FIG. 8. High resolution cross-section TEM micrograph, along a Si^110&
zone axis, of a Si~100! homoepitaxial layer grown atT ; 350 °C.
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to be answered concerns the physical significance ofvsat.
One interpretation forvsat is that vsat is the critical

roughness necessary to form an amorphous Si phase.
interpretation seems unlikely. It does not provide a cl
mechanism for the formation of an amorphous Si phase. F
thermore this interpretation does not address the formatio
Si$111% facets prior tohepi, nor does it explain the scaling o
average in-plane coherence lengths with film thickness
growth temperature. Another interpretation forvsat is that it
is an artifact of the RHEED measurement technique~see the
discussion above!. Careful analyses of the RHEED da
show that the measurement ofvsat is not an artifact, but a
value representative of the average surface roughnes
hepi.

The best interpretation of the RHEED and TEM data
that vsat is related to a critical Si$111% facet size necessar
for the formation of the amorphous Si phase. Inspection
RHEED data shows that facets and twins form beforevave

reaches its saturation value. The presence of twins
Si$111% facets was identified by weak 1/3 111 type diffra
tion maxima in the RHEED patterns, while the presence
other Si facets was identified by additional diffractio
maxima~see Fig. 6!. Furthermore, inspection of TEM micro
graphs, when compared to the RHEED data, also sugg
that vsat is reached after the formation of twins and face
along the Si surface, and that twin and facet sizes seen in
film are of the same length scale asvsat. In addition, the
in-plane coherence length data, shown in Fig. 7, also sh
that Lx decays to a value, athepi, which increases with
growth temperature. This coexistence of large average
plane coherence lengths and large average surface ro
nesses athepi ~e.g., growth at 275 °C! is indicative of large
facets at the growth front; large average in-plane cohere
lengths suggest well-ordered features along the growth f
~see also Fig. 6!.

Based on the data presented in this study, a mode
proposed which links surface roughening to the formation
critically sized Si$111% facets and the eventual breakdown
crystalline growth. The key features of this model includ
~1! the existence of temperature dependent critical len
scales for LTE,vsat(Eact; 0.31 eV) andLx , ~2! the forma-
tion of facets at the growth surface prior tohepi, and~3! the
formation of amorphous Si on Si~111! during low tempera-
ture homoepitaxy.28 Due to various diffusion barriers alon
the growth surface, growth at low temperatures leads to ra
surface roughening. The development of surface roughn
eventually leads to the formation of Si$111% facets along the
growth front. This may be driven by a reduction in tot
surface energy; the formation of well ordered low ener
facets from rough higher energy islanded surfaces.29 As
growth continues, these facets also grow until they reac
critical size which is characterized byvsat andLx . Once the
Si$111% facets reach their critical size, a size which is rela
to the mean adatom diffusion length along the surface, a
toms can no longer diffuse off the Si$111% surfaces. At this
point, continued growth along the critically sized Si$111%
facets will be dominated by Si~111! growth mechanisms
This will lead to the formation of twins and stacking fault
and the eventual ‘‘nucleation’’ of an amorphous Si phase28
1164 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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Additionally, the presence of impurities during growth cou
affect the critical facet size necessary for LTE by modifyi
surface diffusion and growth mechanisms along Si$111%.

It is speculated that the formation of an amorphous
phase first occurs at the intersection of defects at the gro
surface. Previous models for LTE have suggested that am
phous Si first forms at the pyramidal intersection of four
facets for growth on Si~100!.10 However, this behavior has
not been generally observed for growth on Si~111!. Instead,
the amorphous-crystalline interface is irregular and is ch
acterized by a high defect density in the crystalline regi
Due to the complexities of growth on Si~111! surfaces, twins
easily form along$111% planes,28 as do other defects.13 These
defects have been linked to the formation of amorphous
The intersection of defects along the Si surface may prov
localized regions which are highly disordered and which
vor the formation of an amorphous Si phase. In this conte
the intersection of facets which contain defected Si lay
may also serve as nucleation sites for amorphous Si.

Because it is difficult to calibrate absolute growth tem
perature, direct quantitative comparisons between LTE
sults reported by different groups~i.e., growth in different
deposition systems! is problematic. For example, the value
for the activation energy associated with Si~100! LTE have
been reported as 0.35 eV by Adamset al. and 0.45 eV by
Eagleshamet al. In light of this consideration, the LTE re
sults reported by Adams~see Ref. 9! are most applicable to
the results reported here~i.e., our experiments were per
formed in the same growth system!. Adams reports a very
rapid transition to amorphous growth on Si~111!, for growth
temperatures between 200 and 300 °C, and a much slo
transition to amorphous growth on Si~100!. Since these re-
sults were obtained from analyses of growth on patter
Si~100! wafers,~i.e., on a number of different Si$hkl% sur-
faces!, the relative temperatures for growth on the two s
faces should be identical. A similar behavior for Si~111! ho-
moepitaxial growth is also reported in Ref. 28. However,
least one group~see Ref. 13! reports a slower transition to
amorphous growth on Si~111! at growth temperatures be
tween 250 and 400 °C. We attribute this difference to d
crepancies in the absolute growth temperatures at wh
these experiments were performed.

In summary, this model concludes that the mechanis
responsible for the formation of amorphous Si on Si~100!
can be reduced to the same mechanisms responsible fo
formation of amorphous Si on Si~111!. Furthermore, it is
speculated that LTE on any Si$hkl% surface can be explaine
by the formation of critically sized Si~111! facets and by the
mechanisms responsible for the formation of amorphous
on Si~111!.

V. SUMMARY

In this study, RHEED was used to investigate surfa
roughening during low temperature Si~100! homoepitaxy. In
order to probe surface roughness and in-plane cohere
lengths, RHEED patterns were interpreted using a sim
kinematic diffraction model. After calibrating the RHEED
Karpenko, Yalisove, and Eaglesham
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analyses against TEM analyses of surface roughen
RHEED could be used to accurately estimate average sur
roughness during growth.

The RHEED analyses of surface roughening during l
temperature Si~100! homoepitaxy revealed that initially sur
face roughness scaled linearly with deposited thickness
rate that decreased with increasing growth temperat
Similarly, the decay of in-plane coherence lengths depen
on growth temperature. These temperature dependent ro
ening behaviors were attributed to barriers to adatom di
sion on the growth surface which could be enhanced by
presence of impurities or step edge diffusion barriers. A
the initial linear increase in surface roughness with depos
thickness, the rate of surface roughening decreased and e
tually reached a saturation value. This saturation roughn
followed an Arrhenius relation with growth temperatur
with an activation energy,Eact ; 0.31 eV, that agreed wel
with the activation energy for LTE,Eact ; 0.35 eV. In addi-
tion, the formation of facets and twins at the growth surfa
coincided with the decrease in the rate of surface roughen
Since the final measured coherence lengths near
crystalline/amorphous phase transition also increased
growth temperature, the saturation roughness and in-p
coherence lengths were identified as critical length sc
associated with the formation of a critically sized Si$111%
facets nearhepi. All of these results were incorporated into
model for LTE which links surface roughening to the form
tion of critically sized Si$111% facets and the eventual brea
down in crystalline growth. It was also suggested that
mechanism~s! for formation of amorphous Si during Si~100!
homoepitaxy can be understood by identifying the mec
nism~s! responsible for amorphous phase formation dur
Si~111! homoepitaxy.
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